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At Conexpo this year we checked out the 
new Boxer models that had recently 
been released and we were impressed. 
The big change from previous Boxer 
models is the move to pilot joystick 
controls. This makes operating the 
machine much easier especially for new 
operators or those used to driving           
excavators. A comfortable grip bar 
around the controls allows the operator 
to easily hold on and maneouver the 
machine. Unlike other brands on the 
market the 4in1 bucket control is on top 
of  the joystick so the operator doesn’t 
need to let go of the controls and stop 

Here at Endraulic Equipment we pride ourselves on supplying top quality   
equipment to customers across New Zealand. We’re always on the lookout for 
new products and innovations that will help our customers grow their business. 

The Boxer 700HDX replaces the unique 
525DX – the only mini-loader on the 
market to have expanding tracks                
allowing stability at 1110mm wide as 
well as access through 900mm gaps so 
you can complete more jobs. The Boxer 
600HD is a step up from the very       
popular 322D.
 
It has the more powerful Turbo Kubota 
25HP engine along with longer frame 
with more rollers, and a new loader arm 
with higher lift. Stock of the new models 
is due in August, call us to set up a 
demonstration.

Width over tracks 890 – 1110mm

Hinge pin height 1960mm

314 kg rated operating capacity 

(tip capacity 897 kg)

Kubota 24.8-HP diesel engine

Dual Aux Hydraulics 

with trenching valve

Aux hydraulic flow 43 l/min

700HDX
SPECS

Width over tracks 880mm

Hinge pin height 1880mm

280 kg rated operating capacity 

(tip capacity 799 kg)

Kubota 24.8-HP diesel engine

Aux hydraulic flow 43 l/min

600HD
SPECS

http://wp.me/p4Size-D2
http://wp.me/p4Size-D2
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The new model 4200V has been boosted to a 120HP 
engine and the tipping capacity has increased to a 
whopping 3818kg. And what about when you need 
to dig? Yep, breakout forces have gone up too – tilt 
2820kg and lift 3840kg. Our roading customer will 
be happy too, as well as the massive 155 LPM of �ow 
the standard auxiliaries can now be locked on at any 
�ow rate allowing �ne control of brooms.

As always the cabs are spacious and comfortable 
with positive pressure A/C and Bluetooth radio 
options and an air ride suspension seat as standard.

With the vertical lift path operators have the peace 
of mind that if they can lift it o� the ground they can 
go to full height without tipping over… and what a 
height – 3600mm. Ideal for customers loading   
high-sided trucks. All round this is a great machine 
getting greater and should be here before the end of 
2017.

The Mustang 4000V “Beast” just got meaner. Mustang has upgraded this model to keep it’s 
title as the beast of skid steer loaders. 

http://wp.me/p4Size-CW
http://wp.me/p4Size-CW
https://endraulic.co.nz/
http://wp.me/P4Size-1
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READ ARTICLE ONLINE 

WIN!Like us on Facebook or Sign-up to our 

Newsletter for your chance to 

Congratulations to Kelby Stewart from Paeroa who won the latest draw for 

6 dozen Heineken simply by liking our facebook page. How easy is that?

Mustang 1650RT Track Loader

Mustang have added another horse 
to the track loader stable with the 
62HP 1650RT. 

This new model is ideal for NZ contractors with its 
low cab height of 1979mm it allows access under 
low roofs and under house garage digouts. It 
comes in both dual lever foot or joystick control 
and features an easy to control thumb auxiliary 
proportional switch for �ne 4in1 bucket work.

There are track options too with the super low 
ground pressure non-aggressive 400mm “Zipper” 
pattern tracks for delicate landscaping work or 
the aggressive 320mm “Opposing C” block 
pattern for hard out digging applications. And 
don’t forget with Mustang’s patented automatic 
track tensioning system you will get maximum 
life out of the undercarriage with no e�ort.

The machines can be �tted out with all the 
features you would expect – positive pressure air- 
conditioned cabs, blue-tooth stereos and We’re 
bringing them in standard with air-ride suspen-
sion seats. Like all Mustang’s the breakout force 
smashes the competition and the loader is built 
solid for long- term reliability. The �rst shipment 
is ordered and we are expecting delivery in 
October so pencil yourself in for a demo!            

0800 468 782

69.9hp Tier IV Yanmar
Operating Weight of 3638kg
Operating Capacity of 748kg
Tipping Capacity 2493kg
Lift Height 3038mm
Pilot Joystick or Hand/Foot Controls
Proportional Thumb 4in1 Switch
2-Speed Drive

http://wp.me/p4Size-C3
http://wp.me/p4Size-C3
http://wp.me/p4Size-C3
http://wp.me/p4Size-X
http://wp.me/p4Size-tu
http://wp.me/p4Size-tu
https://www.facebook.com/Endraulic-Equipment-1641163206180581/
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Mustang 2060 
Weight 3485g
Hours on clock 7341
Price $11,000+GST

Sunward SWE17B
Weight 1870kg
Hours on clock 1915
Price $22,000+GST

Volvo EC210BLC 
Weight 21 Ton
Hours on clock 13000 
Price $39,900+GST

Sunward SWE17B
Weight 1870kg
Hours on clock 885 
Price $26,000+GST

We stock ramps, tyres, excavator tracks, plus loads of other accessories for machines...          CALL 0800 468 782 NOW

 

smoother riding than tyres and no more punctures!

Solideal OTT 
Rubber Tracks

Getting Stuck in the Mud?

From $5,800+GST! IN STOCK NOW

 Talk to Darrel in Parts. Mention this Ad and get free freight 
or 5% off the purchase price for the month of June.

NZ Made Ramps 
1900-6000kgs

Need some Aluminium Ramps for loading your machine? 

From $1,410+GST! IN STOCK NOW

SOLD SOLD SOLD

2nd hand machinery is in high demand, which makes it a great time to trade-in and get top  $
 CALL US NOW FOR AN APPRAISAL 

http://wp.me/p4Size-X
http://wp.me/p4Size-X
http://endraulic.dealsonwheels.co.nz/search
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